112	AMONG    OTHEES
when I used to hold my breath and listen until for a
moment time stood still, I had been aware that time
is an illusion. And later on, when I read Kant, it
did not seem to me strange, it seemed the merest
matter of course, that philosophers should hold that
time possesses no objective reality, that it is a mere
creature of the mind of man. Nor later still, did I
find anything startling about Mr, J. W. Dunne's
fascinating Experiment a7/A SHfwe, with its evidence
that we all regularly dream of the future; have I not
a relative who repeatedly says, " I was waiting for
you to do that. I have dreamed it all before"? I do
not go in for dreams myself, but more than once I
have been secretly aware, at a distance of several
years, that certain events, fantastically improbable
events, would happen to me* Only one must never
speak of the things of which one has this secret
confidence, for then the spell departs.  In quietness
and coiifidtna shall be your strength. Fide quamfortuna;1
when the Elton family motto was first coined, for
all I know, it was intended to mean ** By the Faith
rather   than   by   wealth,1*   which   was  probably
appropriate  enough  for  a  race of God-fearing
Englishmen, of whom, as far as I know, only one,
1 It may seem strange, in view of the interest I have always taken in our
family motto, that under my name in such works of reference as concern
themselves with arms and mottoes* will be found a lacuna and the note
* arm* not exemplified at the time of going to press,w Thi* is due purely to
my own pig*headcdne*s. The College of Hera!A quite properly considers an
Elton of the reign of Charles II,, who approximates unconventionally to the
age of his own father, to be a "weak link tn my otherwise impeccable descent
from the Elton who owned the arms at the Visitatioa in the reign of Elisabeth,
Officially I must take the arms out again for myself. In a spirit of mere
obstinacy 1 haven't done so. My forebears have certainly used the crest for
at least a hundred and fifty years, as their silver showt. The arms have been
in a cartouche on the wall of Sir Ambrose Elton's house, Clevedon Court,
since somewhere about 1720* But the Clevedon Eltoas have never had the
descent recognised and they have never taken the arm* out again for
themselves*

